Nishijin-ori shines like a STAR,
Extend to the world like beautiful RAIN.
from JAPAN

Creating interior design with weave technology born in Kyoto
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Japan Quality Textile

from Kyoto Nishijin

What is Nishijin-ori?
Nishijin Textile is a term that
indicates woven cloths with
intricate patterns made in
Nishijin area in Kyoto.
Created with silk threads
dyed prior to weaving, called
sakizome, these fabrics are
small in production scale but
very wide in variety.
With a long tradition which
goes back to Heian period
(794 to around 1191),the
weavers of Nishijin have been
continuing their tremendous
efforts to realize more
creative and expressive
designs.
Nishijin Textile was
designated as one of the
national traditional crafts of
Japan on February 2nd, 1976.

About STARRAIN Japan
Starrain Japan is a brand
that offers innovative products
made with the techniques of
Nishijin Txtile. With the aim of
expanding its market
worldwide, we have been
working to develop this
originally narrow-width textile
into a wide-width in order to
broaden its range of
applications, not only in
fashion but also in interior
categories.

Textile and Product
STARRAIN-textile is made
with the techniques of Nishijin
area,one of the representative
of Japanese traditional
textiles.
Unusual for Nishijin Textile,
STARRAIN-textile is specially
woven in the width of 150cm,
in order to broaden its
applications as interior
textiles.
You can choose the color
and pattern of the fabric
freely.
There are also 100cm and
150cm fabric size.
In addition to textile, we can
make different types of
interior items such as
Interior objects combining
tiles and fabrics/cushion/bed
throw/Table runner/The
dishes/Furniture/Headboard/
etc.
We can propose various
things that made use of
Nishijin textile
We can respond to custom
orders.
Let's create great products
together.

STARRAIN-Japan

(Nishijin-ori textile brand), KYOTO JAPAN
Director : SAKAI TAKAHIRO
Mail : textile@starrain-jp.com
Website : https://www.starrain-jp.com/en

Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/starrain.inc/

